Kivalliq Inuit Association

Please find attached the following documents:

- Approval as is
- Please make corrections as shown

Signature: ____________________________

DOCKET NO.: 220025 KIA
SIZE: 4 (27p) x 168 ag
CONTACT: 1-800-263-1452 ext. 131 - fax: 1-800-417-247
In Iqaluit (867) 973-1484 - fax: (867) 973-1487

APPROVAL – ELECTRONIC AD COPY
This is your approval, please check approval carefully.
Email/DM your approvals back, clearly noting any errors or corrections necessary.

☐ Approved as is ☐ Please make corrections as shown Signature: ____________________________

1-800-220-6581  867-645-5765

1-800-220-6581  867-645-5765